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CALCULATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC LOADING OF SWEPT &TD UNSWEPT FLEXIBLE
WINGS OF ARBITRARY STIFFNESS 1
By FRANKLIN IT. DIEDERICH
SUMMARY
A m.dh.odis presentedfor calculating the aerodynamic load-
ing, the divergence speed, and certain stabili!y derira.tiresoj
.swpt and unwept ux”ng.sand tm”lsurjaces oj arbitray si?ijness.
Prwisi-on is made for using either sti~n.ess curres and root-
rotation constants or structural influence coefieients in the
anulysis. Computing forms, tables oj numerical constants
requiredin thea.nalym”s,and an illustrativeexampleare included
to facilitate calculations bg means of the method.
INTRODUCTION
The distribution of the aerodynamic Ioad.bg on wings and
tail surfaces is important both for the structural analysis of
these components, since it determines the applied bending
moment and torque acting at any station, and for their
aerodynamic analysis, since it affects the stability deriva-
tives to a large extent. At high speeds the aerodynamic
loading, particularly in the case of swept wings, is greatly
affected by the structural deformations caused by the load-
ing. The present report is concerned viith the determination
of the effects of structural fle.xibilit.y on the aerodynamic
loading of wings of arbitrary plan form and stiffness.
The present report. treats the problem of aerodpamic
loading by matrix methods. Aerodynamic induction is
taken into account by- means of appro.xinmte aerodynamic
influence coefficients. When more accurate coefficients
become avaiIable, they can readily be incorporated in this
met hod. Structural flexibility is taken into account in t-he
form of either calculated stilfness variations or measured
infkence coefficients. The required integrating matrices
are presented for both a six-point and a ten-point solution.
For the sk-point. solution convenient computing forms are
included as welL The method is illustrated by means of
an ex8mp1e. In addition to the analysis of the aerodynamic
~oading, the determination of the related divergence speed
and of certain stability derivatives is discussed.
For the convenience of the reader unfamiliar with mat.ri..
terminology, a summary of matris methods has been includ-
ed in the appendix. The sections entitled “Application of
the Method” and, in particular, “Instructions for Solution”
may be read without reference to the section entitled
“Derivation of the Method.”
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SYMBOLS
()aspe;t ratio ~
aeroelastic &atrices defined by equations (21)
and (35)
section aerodjmamic center, measured from leading
edge, fraction of chord
wing span, inches
wing span less fuselage width, inches
chord measured paraUel to the air stream, inches”
()average wing chord, inches ~
1
()
section lift coefficient —qc
section lift-curve dope, per radian
()lift coefficient 4qs
wing lift-curve slope, per radian
effective I.ift-ourre slope for twisi distributions,
per radian
M,()root bending-moment coefficient 4—qSb
r )oiling momentroHing-moment coe5cient qSb
matri~ relating concentrated aid accumulated
torques
mat.rk relating concentrated loads end accurmdat-ed
bending moments
matrix converting torques due to dist,rnbu~ed loads
to torques due to concentrated torques
matrix converting bending moments. due to. @-
tributed loa.ds to bending momenta due to con-
centrated loads
bending stiflness in planes perpendicular to the
elastic axis, pound-inched
location of elastic axis measured from leading edge,
fraction of chord
dimensionless dist ante along chord from reference
axis to section aerodynamic center (e—a)
torsional stifhess in phmes perpendicular to the
elastic a.sis~ pound-inchesa
integrating matrices for single integration from tip
to root
firsi row of matrix [n
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[11], [H’] integrating matrnces for double integration from
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tip to root
first row of matrix [lfl
integrating matrix. for single integration from root
to tip (double transpose ohnatrix [1])
((GJ),dimensionless parameter — b’i2(El), e,.c, COS’ii ‘an A)
wing lift-curve-slope ratio (CL#~=)
lift, pounds
running air load per unit length perpendicular to
the plane of symmetry, po@a per inch
accumulated bending moment (about axes parallel
to the plane of symmetry unless specified other-
wise), inch-pounds .
free-stream Mach number
concentrated load, pounds
wing-tip helix angle
aerodynamic influence-coefficient matrix
root-twist constants (see equation (15))
root-bending constant (see equation (15))
d~amic pressure, pounds per square inch
dimensionless dynamic pressure
(C~Uq(b’/2)2i*,c,z.COS A)(@J), —( “)reduced dynamic pressure CLCq ~ c,
dimensionless dynamic pressure
(
C~~q(b’/2)%, tan A
(El), COS A )
totaI wing area includh;g part of wing covered by
fuselage, square in@es
distance from wing root along reference axis, inches
accun-ndated torque (about axes perpendicukw to
the plane of symmetry unless specified otherwise),
inch-pognds
concentrate.d torque, in&-pounds “” “”
running torque due to air load about axes per-
pendicular to the plane of symmetry, inch-pounds
per inch
fuselage midt.h, inches
distance between the effective root and the inner-
most complete section of the torsion box per-
pendicular t.o the elastic axis, inches
lateral ordinate measured from plane of symmetry,
inches
lateral center of pressure, inches
angle of attack, radians
(
Gae
equivalent angle of at t.a.ck, radia.w a~+ —-
C.a a’)
locaI dfiedm.1 angle due to dehmmation, or slope of
wing deflection curve at reference axis, radians
structural deflection, inches
lateral distance from wing root, inches
A angle of.xweepback (rnewmred to the rcfcrencc axis
unless specified otherwise), dcgrccs
[@p] ‘“”influence-coefficient matrix for wing twist in plmca
parallel to the air stream due Lo concentrated
unit loads applied at the refcrcnco axis} radians
-- per pound
[@~] influence-coefficient matrix for wing twisL in phmcs
parallel to the air stream due to conccn tratcd
unit torque.s applied in pla.ncs paralh’1 to the air
stream, radians per inch-pound
P angle of twist in planes pcrpendiculnr to the
reference axis, radians
Subscripts:
C[2 midchord
“ -divergence
;W flexible wing
g geometric
LE ‘- leading edge
M due to bonding momenb
MAC pertaining to mean aerodynamic chord
P due to concentrated load
P damping in roll
r at root or effective root unless specified otbcrwiac
rw rigid wing
s structural (due to structural dcformaLione)
SU b subsonic
spr supersonic
1’ due to torqua
TE .__trailii]gedge
w wing axclusivc of fuselage
A in or pertaining to sections pcrpcndicuhtr LO t~m
reference axis
hlatrix notation:
{) .: column matrix
[J row matrix
[1 “square matrix
[1 dia.gona.l matrix
[1’ transpose of a matrix
[ 1“ double transpose of a matrix: first about tho princi-
pal diagonal, then about Lhc other diagonrd
[1] unit ma hix
[1<] matrix defined by equation (18]
DERIVATION OF THE METHOD
.METHOD EMPLOYING STIFFNESS CURVES
Assumptions.—In the development of tk method the
following assumptions are made:
(a) All deflections and angles of attack aro small.
(b) The wing is mounted flexibly aL an effective root per-
pendicular to the elastic axis through the iut.crscct.ion of the
elastic axis and the fuselage (see fig. 1), tho roo~ rot atione
being proportiona~ to trhc root bending monumt and root
torque.
CALCULATION OF THE ~RODYNAMIC LOADING
FIGUREI.—Definitionofgeometricalparametersusedin the mal.jsii.
(c) h elastic axis exists in the outer portion of the wing,
this axis being defined as the elastic a-xis the wing -would have
if ik were mounted rigidly some distance outboard of the roofi
approximately perpenclicula.r to the midchorcl line. (hTear
the root the elastic axis is defined as the extension of the out-
board elastic. axis.)
(d) All cleformations other than those due to the root
rotations are given by the elementary theories of bending
and of torsion about the reference asis, -which in t.hie case is
the elastic axis.
Air Ioads .—The force on a v.ing section of unit width
paraHel to the direction of flight is
or? in matrix notation and in terms of the loading coefficient
Ccz
c, ‘
(2)
The loading coefficient ~ at any point on the span can be
expressed in terms of the angles of attack at various points
on the span by means of aerodynamic influence coefficients.
For subsonic speeds, appro-xirnate aerodynamic influence
coefficients may be calculated by the method of reference 1.
With the resulting influence-coefficient matrix [Q], the load-
ing coefficients are given by the relation
(3)
where a is the total ang$e of attack, -which consists of the sum
of the geometrical and structural angles of attack a~ and as.
The geometrical angle of attack is that due to airplane alti-
tude and buiIt-in twist., whereas the structural angle of attack
is that due to structural deformation.
Instead of using the method of reference 1 the matrix [(7J
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may be calculated more simply (but less accura&Iy) by
means of a modified strip theory; the section-hft distribution
is rounded at the wing tips and reduced oYer the entire span
by a factor which difFers for angles of attack due to attitude
and for angles due to any type of twist.. On the basis of this
approximation
cz=cL=CIE+cL=eC%
)
=CL=(C+ KCYJ
}
(4a)
=c.=z J
for geometrica.1 angles of attack which consist onIy of the
angle of attack due to attitude, and
C2=CL=,(L%+0!s)-)
? (+tb)
=cLaaCi J
for aIl other geometrical angles of attack (due to rolling,
or due to built-in twist, for instance). In equations (4a).
and (4b), ~Lac is an effective hft-curve slope for twkt dis-
tributions and z is an effective angle of attack defined by
Approximate values of CL= and CL=. maybe obtained by the
reasoning of references 2 and 3 from the following equations:
A COS .i (5a)~La=CaU ~+2 COS ~
.-
CL=C=C[= A COS ~A+4 (!0s A (5b)
so that —
.4+2 Cos A
‘=A+4 COS A (5C)
h infhence-coefficient. matr~ which relates tie ~oadfig
coefficients ancl angle-of-attack values ~ the ma~er ~di-
cated in equation (3) may be obtained from equations (4a)
and (4b):
where [1J is a matrix defined by
[1*]=
-loo o..-
1000. .
1000. .
1000. .
. . . . . .
.......-
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(‘provided that in the column matrices of cc and of ~. the...
values at the wing root or plane of symmetry are written at
)the top . However, if the modified strip theory is used,
equations (4a) and (4b) maybe used directly without resort-
ing to an influence-coefficient matrix so”that., from equation
(4a),
and, from equation (4b),
(6a)
“ (6b)
For supersonic speeds the. loading coefficient given by
unmodified strip theory can.bc expressed in the form
where Cla is the lift-curve slope pertinent to sections perpen-
dicular to the midchord lime. For instance, if the two-
dimensional lift-curve slope is given by the Ackeret relation
then the section lift-c.urve slope to be used in equation (6c) is
3!Q!!L 12.. ... .-Cla= ““”
~Ma2 COS2A@- 1
In the present report equation (Oa) is used for the sake of
definiteness. The modifications required” in the method to
use equations (6b) and (6c) rather than equation (6a) are
obvious.
If more accurate aerodynamic influence coefficients than
those which correspond to the modified strip theory are
desired, the coefficients of reference 1.-may be used in the
manner described therein. Aeroclynamic influence coeffi-
cients for subsonic speeds can also be -obtained from the
theoretical methods of references 4, 5, and 6 for calculating
spanwise lift distributions. Whether the increase in accuracy
obtainable by combining these methods with that of the
present report warrti.nts the corresponding increase in efl’ort
is somewhat questionable.. ._ .
Equations (2) and (6@ may be combined to yield the”follow-
ing relation:
H
{l}=c.age, ; {E}
Similarly, the running torque i! may be
rdation
t=elcl
(7)
obtained from the
so that
“’=C’Q’C,2’’,12(:Y1’G’
(For cambered sections the pitching moment at zero lift rnusL
be added and the analysis of the following paragraphs modG
fied accordingly.)
The accumulated torque T is obt~~incd from the runnitlg
torque and the running load by inh:grations inboard from t lW
tip. The integration of the runrihg torque may lx performed
by a matrix [~’] which is based on Simpson’s rulo with a modi-
fication suggested by V. hf. Falkncr at the tip. (SW
appendix) The effect of F&ner’s modifimtion is to round
off the calculat wl load distribution and rimso it. to go to ZLVO
with an infinite slope at the tip, m the aerodynamic lift
distributions at subsonic speeds actually do. For supwwmic
speeds a similar matrix withouL tip modification [1] may bc
used. Both matrices are given in ttiblc I. The contribution
of the running load to the accun-mlat.cd torque is cqmd to thr
product. of —tan A and the ticcunmhltcd bending monwnL.
The accumulated bending momrnt M is obt~~incd by a
double integratioll of the running load. Tlw double itdcgra-
tion inboard from the tip may be- performed. b.y means of the
matricee [In and [11’] (given in tal.dg II), which arc bawd ou
the equivalent of Siinpson’s rule for moments, Fall{ rim’s
modification again being ma(~c at the tip in !Jw CRSCof [11’].
The derivation of the integrating matrices is discussed in
the appendix.
In the following paragraphs subsonic flow will IJCassumed
for. the sake of definiteness. For supersonic fiow, mntriccs
[~ and [11] are used instead of [1’] and [11’]. Tho accumu-
lated torque and bending moment may then bc wri~.ten as
{T’] =~[1’]{t]–tan A{M] {9]
-.
and ““-
..-
{M} =(:) [11’1{1} (lo)
The bending moments and torques referred to the ckwtic
or reference axis, MA and TA,can be obtained from t.hoso
given ig..gwatiow. (9).,?Rd.(l C!]by means oft ho relation9
{M.] =COS A{M}”-sin A{T}
1 bt 2
()
=- .
Cos A 2 ()[11’] {1]–sin A ~ U’]{~1
‘C’.’C,(:)*ll:l’
=Cos A ; [r] [t}
Structural deformations,--–The equations of equilibrium
of a deformed wing referred to t.ho elastic axis are
GJ j&-~A (13)
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(14)
‘I%eee equations must be integrated outboard from the root-
to obtain p and 17. The integrations may be performed by
a matrix [flu (see table HI and appendix). Unlike the
previously mentioned integrations this one is along the
reference axis—that is, with s as the independent -wmiable
rather than y or ?, -which are the independent -rariabks for
integrations perpendicular to the plane of symmetry.
b’/2Consequently, the distance ~ must be used in eonjlmc-
.
tion with the dimensionless matri~ [Ij”.
To the deformations obtained in this mm.ner the. rotations
p, and l?~ due to the deformations of the root triangle must
be added. The root rotations may be expressed by four
dimensionless constants:
~,~T%
‘“T= W.I(GJ), (15a)
(15b)
(15C)
(15d]
which may be combined into two other constants
w, being defined as in figure 1. The deformat ions may then
be written as
(16)
and
w, Cos A
btp @T[lt’]{TL] 1
where the matrix [1,’] is defined by
[1,’]=
.0000. .
1000. .
1000. .
1000. .
1000. .
1
. . . . . .
. . . . . . .J
(17)
(18)
The angle of att ac.k due to the structural deformations
a, is related to p and r by
~,= (q—r tan A) cos A (19)
The aeroelastic equation.—If equations (11), (12], (16),
and (17) are substituted in the matrix equivalent of equa-
tion (19), the foIlowing relation is obtained:
{CYJ=Q*[A]{ZJ (20]
where the aeroelastic matrix [A] is defined by
(21)
the dimensionless dynamic pressure g*, by.
cL=g(b’/!2)2f31rC,2 C!OS A
!?*= (GJ),
and the parameter k, by
~=(GJlr b’/2 (23)
(EI), e,,c, COS2A ‘an ‘i - -... --..–
$The parameters q“ and k are similar to the parameters a and
~ of reference 2.)
Solution of the aeroelastic equation.-If it is desired to
calculate the aerodynamic loading corresponding to a given
geometrical angle-of-attack distribution and dynamic pres- - . .
sure, equation (20) may be revrrit ten as follows:
[L17–Kq*[~]]{z} ={~s} (24]
In this form it constitutes a set of hem sfi~taneous -.
equations for -dues of z in terms of vaIuee of as. From the
mdculated vaIues of Z the lift distribution may be deter-
mined from equations (1) and (4).
The divergence dynamic pressure may be obtained from
equation (24) by setting the determinant of the square
matrix on the left side of the equation equal to zero. This
procedure is equivalent to setting a. equal to zero in the
term “Zof equation (20), so that
The critical value of Kg * is then determined by matrix
iteration and hence the divergence dynamic pressure from
equations (5c) and (22).
METHOD EMPLOYLNG INFLUEXCE COEFFICIENTS
The assumptions made in the precediug sections concern-
ing the behavior of the wing structure are unnecessa~ if
infiuence coefficients for the given s~ucture are avaflab!e. _
from test data or refined methods of calculation. The CO- _
eficientis most convenient for ttis ana~ysis are those giving
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the rotation of the structure in planes parallel to the direction
of flight due to vertical loads applied along a convenient
reference axis and due to torques about lines perpendictdar
LOthe direction of flight.
Since. it is usually more convenient to apply concentrated
rtither than distributed loads in st.ruct.ural tests: the influence
c,oeffic.ients are considered in this analysis to have been ob-
tained in this manner. These coefficients must be c.on-
vcrted to coefficients which pertain to dktributed loadings.
This conversion may be accomplished either.by means of the
weighting .rnatrices of reference 7 or by means of the conver-
sion matrices described in this section.
The angle of structural deformation a, may be expressed
in terms of the influence coef%cients @~ and % as follows.:
{a,] =[@J{TJ +[@p]{F’} (26)
where the TC’Sand P’s me arbitrary concentrated torques
and loads, the latter being applied a.t the referenco axis. The
accumulated torques and bending moments about lines
perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the direction of
flight may be related to the concentrated torques and loads
by means of the summation matrices [Cl] and [Cd (see
appendix) as foIlows:
{T)=[Cl]{T,}–tan A{M} (27)
{M}+C2]{P} (28)+
These relations may be solved for the values of Tc and P
required to produce given distributions of accmrndated torque
and bending moment
{Tc}=[CJ-’{{T)+ tan A{.M)} (29)
{P)= +[C21-’W) (30)
The accumulated torques and bending moments produced
by the air load me then
{T) =; [1’] {le,c] – {M} tan A (31)
{341 =(;) [11’1[1} (32)
Upon substituting equations (29), (30), (31), (32), (l), and (4)
into equation (26), the following equation is obtained:
{a#}=g’ [A’] {a} (33)
where
~f=~@ ~ CT (34)
and
[A’I=[c,,c, [%] [G’] 1; (:)~+[%1 [Gil 1:1] (35)
where, in turn
[Ca’]=[C,]-’ [1’] (36)
[C4’]=[C,]-’ [11’] (37)
are given in tables W and IT. (Conversion matrices for
supersonic flow [C’3]and [Ci] can he calculatd from [1] and
[11], if needed, by replacing [1’] and [11’] with [1] nnd [11]
in equations (36) and (37).)
The solution of equation (33) is obtained in the manmw
previously described for equation (2o).
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD
DETERMINATION OF THE STRUCTURALPARAMETERS
At the time an aeroelastic aualysis is performed no c.spmi-
mental stiffness data arc usually availablc, so that either thc
calculated stillness curves or calculated infimmce cocffiricn[s
must be .u.sed. In order to use the stifkss curves it-is ucccs-
mry to assume the existence of a reasonably slraigh~ chwtic
axis. The location of this axis may be cstimnhxl by con-
sidering it to be the line conrmcting t.hc shl~ur ccn[urs of LIM!
individual sections. If the ehst.ic axis obtainccl in [his
manmxia not rcasopably straight. within one or two prrccnt
of the chord, the results of the amdysis may not lx sufll.
cient.ly reliable. _
The stifl%esses (%J and E1 do not have much I}hysical
significance inboard of the last point where there is a com-
plete cross section of the-torsion box, (Sea fig. 1,) In order
to arrive at estimates of tho root. st.ihesses (W), and (Hjr,
which serve primarily as refcrcncc wducs in this analysis,
the stiffness curves have to be Mended. IL is convcnirnt
to consider the stiflncsses to be constant inbotird of Llw las.L
complete section of the Lorsion box; this proccdurc should
yield conservative values of the root rotations.
The mosL diflicu]t problem incurred in a.ndyzing the de-
flections on the basis of stiffnoas curves appmms to be the
estimation of the root rotations. As used in this atmlysh,
they are.. the tmsion and bending ddkctions imposed by the
triangular inner portion of the w;ing ancl he rnrry-tllrougll
bay on the rest of the wing. As seen in figure 2, which is
plotted from the data of reference 8, these values are w.sen-
t.ially cmstant along the span, so that. they arhidly constit-
ute rigid-body rotations. (The bending rotttioms lMYC
been obtained by taking the difference in slopo Wween
curves calculated by considering the wing to h cantikvcred
at the effective root-the root used to calcuhtc torsional
deformations in reference f+aml the avera.gcs of [he Icwiitlg-
edge and trailing-edge defections actually mcmurcd, Tim
twists were obtained by subtracting the twists caImdatcd on
the basis of the assumed effective root from the measured
twists.)
The rotations should, in any practical case, bo calculated
by analyzing the triangular root and the carry-through hay
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and be made dmensionIe= by means of equations (15a) to
(15f j. If such an rmalysis is not. available, the dimensionkss
rotation parameters shown in figure 2 may be used as a
guide. It must be kept in mind, however, that in the case
of a swept forward wing the parameters QP,Wand Qr~ would
have the opposite sign and that for antisymmet.rnca.l loadings
the root rot ations may be slightly different than for sym-
metrical loadings (see reference 9).
If higher-order structural effects me to be taken into
account-such as shear lag, bending stresses due to torsion,
local stresses due to cut-outs, discontinuity of the elastic
axis, and so on—struct ural infiuence coefficients may be
calculated by means of the method of reference 10 and used
in the present analysis in the same manner as measured
influence coefficients.
Once the structure under investigation is built, fairly
simple deflection tests, simiIar to those performed in refer-
ences 8 and 9, may be used to check the root-rotation
parameters by calculating the differences between the
observed rotations and those calculated by simple beam
theory considering the wing cantilevered at the effective
root-; at the same time the existence and estimated location
of the elrtst ic axis may be verified. If the experimental
program is fai.dy extensive it is desirable to measure intluence
coefficients directly. These influence coetlicients can then
be used in conjunction with the alternate method described
in the preceding section to obtain a quick check on the aero-
elastic analysis based on calculated stifhesses.
The Muence coefficients used in the analysis consist of
the rotations of sections paraIIel to the direction of flight
due to concentrated unit torques in planes parallel to the
plane of symmetry or concentrated unit loa& at the refer-
ence line. When measured, these rotations (in radians)
may be entered in tables of the form:
[@r]
TWIS’L!AT STATION *2 DUE TO UNIT CONCENTRATED
t
‘ORQuE‘T*
Ji_ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0
fiq2
— — — .
0
0.2
— —
0.4
— — — — —
0.6
— — —
0.8
0.9
[%.]
TWIST AT STATION * DUE TO UNIT CONCENTRATED
r
‘OAD‘T*
Q’
m
Jf_
‘ l;+~02 0.4 03 0.8 0.9 Lob’/2 ——0 ——0.20.4
<
——
0.6
0.s
— .
0.9 1
These particular tabl~ would be used for a six-point anal-
-@s; similar tabks -rould be used for a ten-point analysis.
In either case it is to be noted that the twists are measured
at values of ~ from O to 0.9, whereas the loads are appliedb ~2
at values of ~ from 0.2 to 1.0. The tables obtained in thisb’j2
manner constitute the desired influence-coefficient matrices.
If the wing sections are found to twist. nonuniformly, so
that they become cambered in effect, the angles of twist a, .
to be entered in the intluence-coefficient matrices have to be ..-
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defined in a differen~ manner according to whether the aero -
elastic ardysis is performed for subsonic .or supersonic speeds.
At subsouic speeds the lif t depends on the slope of the mean
camber line ak the three-quarter-chord point, so that the
effective angle of attack is
(38)
At supersonic spqeds the lift clepeuls primariIy on the ayer-
age slope of the mean camber line, so that
l_LE– Cm
m=
c
(39)
DETERMINATION OF THE AERODYNAMICPARAMETERS
The selection of the aerodynamic parameters cLac and el
for the calculation of the divergence speed has been discussed
in reference. 2. For calculating the aerodynaiiic loading at
a. given flight condition the aerodynamic parameters are
chosen for that flight, condition. The use of the effective ]if t.
curve slopes ~!~a and CLae in conjunction with modified strip
theory is applicable only to subcritical Mach numbers. At
higher speeds no simple span correction is available; neglect
of the span correction tends to be conservative for calculation
of the divergence speed and the aerodym-nnic loading,
however.
1MTRUCTIONSFORSOLUTION
Two sets of integrating matrices have been prepared, one
for a six-point solution and one for a ten-point solution.
The former should be adequate for all practical purposes;
only where the sLiffness curves are very irreguIar near the
root does the ten-point solution hti.ve to be used. The points
considered by the two sets of tables in the case of subsonic
—=0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 for. the shorter
‘l”~v ar! at b;2
—=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, ””0.5,0.6, 0.7, 0.8, imd
‘O1ut”iO1land b;z
0.9 for the longer solution, For supersonic cases an addi-
tional point at*= 1.0 is used for both solutions. The
procedure to be followed for all solutions is identical; although
computing forms are present ed in this report onIy for the
six-point solution, their extension to the ten-point solution
is obvious..
Calculation of the matrices, —The first step in the aero-
elastic analysis by means of .t.he stiffness curves is the calcu-
lation of the aeroelastic matrix [A] from the physical and
geometrical parameters of the wing. These parametel~ are
conveniently tal.ndate.d in a form of the type shown in t-able
VI(a). The computation is then carried out according to
the instructions of table VI(b), each. step in the procedure
being identified by the number in the upper left, corner of
each box. It must be kept in mind that many of the
operations call for matrix multiplications where the order of
the multiplicands is of import ante. (A brief sumnmry of
matrix methods is presented in tlw appendix.) The aero-
.elastk. mtitrix is obtained as the last st.cp (sLep 13) of Lhc
computations in this form, which ccnMiLutw an cvaluntion
of the matrix [A] given iu cquat ion (21).
In the computing form of table VI(L} an(l in [lie illuslrat ivc
example the ma tricc,s [1’] and [11’] arc used for t.hc supcrscmie
case. .This proceduro results in a slighL saving in cflorL and
is justified to a certain e.xt.ent beca~lse even in supcvsonic flow
the reduction of the actual lift earricd by a scclion compared
with the. strip-theory value is largcsL at 1he tip. In general,
however, use of the matrices [IJ and [Ifl would prohtihly k
preferable for supersonic speeds.
A special cnse arises when e,, is zero. If cl is not zero
along the remainder of t.hc span, its value aL some poinL
other t&m tlw root may bc used as a rcfcrencc value. Tllo
‘atrix 1: (31and the rmdtiplyillg factors of sLrp~ s
and 9 as. well. as t.hc definition of the parmneLcr g* nrc fhm
based on the value of el at this other rcfercncc station. If Clis
;ero along the entire span, step 1 and steps 3 to S may lx
omitked.ancl steps 9 to 13 should lx nlo(lifhd m follows:
(,?71), w, (LW
step 9 —.--— -
(Gar b’/2 tan.\ [11’]
step 10 [01–[01
Step 11 As is
Step 12 Omit.
stip 13 [.A],,.o=[@] [@)]
If “s~mu”titural influenc.c cocfflcirnts of 1he propw Lypc are
available, the calculat,ion of the aeroclastic matrix [zlf] is
carried ..out directly by means of cquat ion (35).
Solution for divergence dynamic pressure,,–-1n order ta
determine the vahle of the dynamic pressure corresponding
to divergence, the aeroelast.ic mal.rix [A] or [At] is it.crated
(see appendix) as indicated by equation (25). Table YH (a)
may be.. used for this purpose. Tho rcsulL is tho critictil
VfllU@ of Kg* or K~t. The divcrgencg dynamic pressure is
then calculated fi.om cquat.ions (22) or (34). @ is Lo be
noted tht this pressure will bc in pounds pw square inch.)
Since the aeroelastic mat.rk is independent of the Much
number, except itiofar as el vmics with 11act] number, tlw
same critical vahm .of Kg* or @ may bo used to calctdatc
the divergence dynamic pressure for an entire range of
Mach numbem. If the value of el changes, however, M it
does between the subsonic and supersonic region, cri(ical
values of q* and q~ have to be calculatc[i for both values
of q.
If the value of el is zero along tho entire span and thv
matrix [A] has been calculated according to the modifiwl
instructions, iteration of the mat ri-s will give Lho valuc of
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the parameter Kz at divergence. From the definition of ~
bf a
0cLa’g ~ c, tan A
K~ = (E~, “COSL
the divergence dynamic pressure may then be calculated.
Solution for aerodynamic loading.-In order to calculate
the aerodynamic loading corresponding to a giwm flight
condition and geometric angle-of-at tack distribution, the
aeroelastic matrix [~] or [A.?]is multiplied by the vahe of K~*
or K~i calculated for the given flight condition and subtracted
from the unit. matrk \I1. (See equation (24).] The result
may be entered in table WI (b). Again it must be. noted
that the value of the aeroelastic rnatris varies with the flight
condition if el varies, so that the aeroelastic matrix c.orre-
spondiig to the proper due of &’1must be selected.
The element.s of the resuhing matrix are the coefficients
of a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the
unknown values of the effective angle-of-attack distribution
of the deformed wing {=) in terms of the known angle-of-
attack values of the rigid wing {czJ. Table VII (b) is set
up for the calculation of the additional loading, the damping-
in-roll loading, and a. third arbitrary loading; as many
loadings as desired may, of course, be calculated by this
method. The solution of the equations may be carried out
in any conwmient. manner. The form of table YII (b) has
been prepared for use in conjunction with Crout’s method
of solving linear simnlt aneous equations (referace 11).
The values of Z may also be obtained by means of an
iterat ire rather than a sinmlt aneous-equat ion type of solu-
tion. A first. approximation to the structured twist may be
calculated by premuhiplying the column of the values of the
geometrical angle of attack a. by the matrix [A] and
multip&ng the resulting column by g*. In so doing, the
contribution of a. to the total equivalent argle z has been neg-
lected. However, the approximate values of a, calculated
in this manner may be multiplied by the factor Kand added
to the values of the geometrical angle of attack to obtain
approximate values of Z. The cohmm of these values is then
premultiplied by g*[-A]to obtain a better approximation to a..
Thii procedure maybe repeated until the solution converges.
A.kmatively, the fist appro.xinmtion to the cohmm of a,
may be multiplied by K and premultiplied by q*[A] to obtain
approximate ely the contribution of the term a, in Z to the
calculation of a, by means of equation (20). In turn, the
effect of this contribution on a. may be calculated by pre-
multiplying the contribution by Kq*[A],and so on. The final
value of at is then the sum of all these contributions.
Both of these procedures are equivalent. They may be sys-
tematized and shortened as follows: The matrix [A] is
entered at the upper left. of table WI (c). Two sets of
values of {a~}are fisted at the left of the table. For the
roll ing case,
“ ~+~
“=&=~ b’/2 b (41)
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These columns are then premultiplied by the matrix [A].
The resulting columns are entered in the columns to the right
of the columns of {a~}and again premultipliid by the matri~
[A]. The resuhs of this second matri.. muh implication are
entered in the next cohun.n and premuhiplied again by the
matri-- [~]. This procedure is repeated untiI all the ele-
ments of one column, say the ~th, diier from the elements of
the preceding cohunn, the (&l) th, only by &constant factor
(within 1 percent or Iess). This constant factor is equal to
.(Kg’qDand is enterecl at the bottom of the table. The
dimensionless dynamic pressure at divergence k, conse-
quently, obtained automatically in this iterative procedure. ._
and need not be calculated separately by means of table
VII (a).
The dynamic pressures of interest. and the cor~esponding
-raIues of Kg* are entered in the matri~ at the upper right of
table VII(C). Also entered are the corresponding values of
(Kg”)’, (K~*)3, and so on, up to and inchding (Kg”)’-’. In
the next row, however, the values of
(K~*)r
1 –(q/Q)
are entered
instead of (Kg*)’.
The values of z for the two sets of values of a= and for
the various ~alues of g of int crest are then obtained by pre-
multiplying the mat~ix whkh consists of the rows w*, (Kg*)’,
(Kq*]a, . . . (including the row of 1’s] by the matrices of the
cohmms {a~},[A]{a~), [A]z{ag},and so on. The resulting CO1-
umns comprise the desired values of ~ for the various cases.
These dues me entered in the appropriate COIumnS of .- _.
table VII (c).
For most conventional plan forms and structures. th?__
results of the it erath-e procedure describeJ in the foregoing
paragraphs converge in two to four cycles (r=2 to 4); how-
ever, for a wing which is uncommonly flexible near the fipl
more cycles may be required. In genemd, the simultaneous-
equation type of solution is preferable -when se~eral geo-
metrical angle-of-at tack conditions are to be analyzed at one
or two dynamic pressures. The iterative procedure, on the
other hand~ is preferable when on~y one or t~~-o angle-?f~ --–
attack conditions are to be analyzed for se-remd dynamic
pressures. When many stations along the wing span. me._
taken into account, the iterative procedure is preferable in
almost aII cases.
h the case where el is zero along the span, the headings. ___
at the top of table WII (b) should be modified to read
[L11–KI[4.,=0]
where [A],,.0 has been calculated according to the modified
instructions and i@ has been obtained by iterating [A] eI.o.
(See also equation (40).)
The values of {~) calculated for the additional load dis-
tribution (a~= 1) constitute values of the ratio clfM/c:,Wor
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(ccJ~J(ccl),Winview of the assumptionsmade concerning theair
forces. The section loading of the flexibIe wing is obtained
from the relatio’n
c~l‘c ~7La~ (42a)
or in dimensionless form
(42b)
The wing Mb and the bending. moment at the wing root may
then be obtained by integrating the load distribution. Theee
integrations may b.e performed conveniently by multiplying
the values .of ccl/c, by the first rows of the matrices [1’] and
[11’], respectively. Thus
(44)
These quantities maybe expressed as dimensionless coefficients:
cLm=~qs
and
CBM–::; -= ...
The lateral cenbw of. pressure of the wing load ~ may he
determined from the relation
~+%~=g LU/2 ““ ““” (45)
The fore-and-aft location of the aerodynamic center of the
wing load measured rearward of the leading edge of the
mean aerodynamic chord as a fraction of the mean aero-
dynamic chord may then be estimated from the relation
am
—=a+
Y—y.ifAC
c~Ac
tan A.
cAuAc (46)
where A=is the sweep of the section aerodynamic center line.
For any other geometrical angle-of:att.ack distributions,
such a.s those due to built-in twist or those due to rolling,
the same section lift-curve slope should be used for the
geometrical as for the structural deformations, so thut CL=
is replaced by CLae,and K is unity, and Z in equations (42)
to (44) is replaced by a.
For the damping-in-roll distribution with a tip ~~elixangle
of 1 radian! a~ is given by equation (41) and the rolling-
moment coefficient due to the wing load is given by
(47)
where Mf is obtained from equation (44) with the values of
G calculated for this case.
The contribution of the wing to other stability derivatives
may be obtained, sirniku-ly, by integrating (ho load distribut-
ions due to t.hc a.ngle-of-titt uck distributions mused hy Lhc
motion of interest., as described in rcfcrcnc.e 12; in the casr
of swept wings, particular care must be [a kcn in s&?cLing tllc
proper angle-of-attack distribution and in accounting for
the lateral inclina.t.ion of the lift vector. (See refcroncc 3.)
If the aerodynamic loading or the stability dcrivnl ivcs
are to be obtained for a wide variety of flight conciitionsl it is
convenient to systemat.izc the calculations in the following
manner:. The aeroelastic matrix is computrd for both the
subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic-center values and
iterated for both cases to obtain the subsonic ancl supersonic
values of the divergence pmamct.m (Kq*)~. From t Itwic
values .Ihe dhwrgence dynamic prmsur~ may be cornputcd
by means of equation (22) and plotted against ~hwll rium-
ber, as suggested in reference 2 ; on the same plot, values
of the actual dynamic pressuro may bc plotted ngninst
Mm.h number for various altitudes of inkmst.. such a plob
for a wing, the physical characterist ics of which are given in
figure 3, is shown in figure 4.
Since “tit a given Mach number the ratio q*/(~g*j~ is
equal to the ratio q/q~, the range of values of Kq*/(Kq*)~ of
intexest. may be established from this plot for both the sulJ-
sonic and the supersonic regions. Scvernl reprcsenhWivc
values .~f this ratio may then bc clmcn within the given
ranges and the corresponding values of Kq* computed frcm
the previously calculated values of (Kg*)B. ‘1’hcacrodytnunic
loading is calculated for these values of Kg* by using the
appropriate matrix [A] and may be plotted in the form of
(CC,)J(CC,),W, with the ratio g/qDas a partimeter. From
these curves (or from the values of Z) the wing lift coctlk:icuts
may be obtained and plotted in the form (CL)fi/(CL)rM
against g/@; the other coel%cicnts may bc obtained and
plotted” in a similar form.
13’orany spi%ific flight c.omlition t.hc value of g/q~ may
then be obtained from the plot, of q and gn qgninst J1 gch
number. The Ioading, lift coefllciont., or other itclll of
interest-may be obt aincd from the plots which give thcse
items in terms of the rigid-wing vahms. Ouce the rigid-
wing values at the given Jfach number arc knowu, the!
ffexible-wing valucs may then be obtained in~mediatcly,
ILLUSTRATIVEEXAMPLE
In order to illustrate tho nwthod dc.scribed in the prcccd-
ing sections, a sw”epi wing has been analyzcd, ‘rh(? p]ysicrd
and geometrical parameters of LLCwing arc showu in figure
3 and the upper part of ttible VIII (which follows the form
of table VI (a)). The &ordJ Clcr, and stiflncss matrices
have been obtained from the given pmamctws and arc shown
in the lower part of t.aldc VIII.
The calculation of the aeroelastic matrix for the sukmic
case haslxeu carried out by means of the form of t.able Il(bj.
AI] but three of the steps of the computation arc slwwu in
table .1X, numbered in the same order as in table \’I(bj.
Steps 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, and 12 constitute matrix multiplications,
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FIGUEE3.—Parametereofthe exampIewfng.
which are carried out in the order indicated; steps 5 and 13
constitute matri~ additions or subtractions; steps 3 and 4
constitute multiplications of matrices by constants.
The aeroehstic matri.. is iterated in table X (a) (which
follows the form of table WI (a)) to yield a vahe of
(Kq*}D=–2.208
From this value and a value of this parameter com-
puted in the same manner for supersonic speeds (using
CL== C~=,=cla), the divergence dynamic pressure has been
calculated by means of equation (22) on the basis of esti-
mated vrdues of the effective lift-curve slope. The variation
with Mach number of the divergence dynamic pressure, the
actual dynamic. pressure at sea level, and the estimated
effective lift<ume slope is shown in figure 4.
For a value of;= –0.25, such as -would be obtained ap-
proximately at a Mach number of 1.0, “the aerodynamic
loading has been calculated for the additional-angle-of-
attack case and the damping-in-roll case in table X(b),
which foIIows the form of table WI(b). The -dues of ag for
the damping-in-roll case have been calculated from equa-
tion (41). The aerodynamic Ioadings, in addition to those
calculated for other values of ~/~DI have been plotted in
figure 5 as ratios of the flexible-wing loadings to the rigid-
wing Ioadings. The curves have been integrated to yield
wing lift and rolhg-moment coefficients as well as the
aerodynamic center of the wing load, which are shown in
table X(b) for the case of ~= —0.25 and which are plot.t ed
against —-& in figure 6.
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FIG- 4.-lZffeet ofMach numberon the dkezgencedynamicpressureand ffft-curveelope
of the examPlewfns.
The wing lift coef%cient is defied in such a manner
that if the fuseIwge lift is known and made dimensionless by
dividing by q and S the resulting fuselage lift coefficient may
be added directly to the wing lift coefficient. This definition
and the fact that figure 5 (a) is plotted over the fraction of
the ~ng-a]one span ~ exp~ain the fact that the area under
the curve of figure 5 (a) is nob 1. The aerodynamic center
as plotted in figure 6 constitwt es the center of pressure of
onIy the -wing load. In order to obtain the airplane aero-
dynamic center, the ma=titude and center of pressure of
the fuselage load would have to be ~0~ and taken W ___
account.
DISCUSSION
Both the aerodynamic and the structural assumptions
made in this analysis are somewhat more realistic than those
made in reference 2. The device employed in this analysis
of calculating the air forces for fig sectio~ par~el to the _
direction of ilight and then transferring them to sections
perpendicular to the elastic axis obviates the necessity of
replacing the actual w@g with one the root and tip of which
are perpendicular to the elastic axis for the purpose of .
analysis.
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The inclusion of Fa.lkner.’smodification (see appendix)
in the integrating matrices has the effect of rounding off the
load distribution approximately in the manner observed at
subsonic speeds. At supersonic speeds the load distributions
do not go .to zero in the same rnalmer,but even at supersonic
speeds there is some reduction of load at the tip, the total
magnitude of which is not far from the reduction obtained
by 1 alkner’s modification. However, the use of special
matrices [IJ and [11] is indicated if the amount of this
reduction is known. —.
The assumption, that induc~;on ;~ects ~y be approxi-
mated by an over-all reduction of the strip theory loading
(rounded off as previously described) at subcritical speeds and
may be neglected at supersonic speeds, may be avoided by
using aerodynamic influence-coefficient matrices. ins~ead
of the effective lift-curve slopes. Available methods of
calculating such influence codikients from theoretical
methods for calculating lift distributions for wings of mbi-
trary plan form at subsonic and supersonic speeds are gener-
ally either too inaccurate or”Loo time consuming for practical
purposes. The empirical method of reference 1 has the
advantage of simplicity and fairly good accuracy compared
with theore~ical methods but is applicable only to symm-
etrical lift distributions.
Although the analysis of this report has been performed
for wings consisting of unawnbered_sections, the analysis
is directly applicable as well to the de~ermination of the
additional loading of wings with cambered sections. The
loading of such wings due to the se~tion pitching moment
at zero lift may be determined by modifying the analysis
somewhat.
\.\\..-:2:n:”:”e”e
------_
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FIGURE 6.—Liitcoefficient,rolling-momentwm&leIent,and aerodynwnfceentorof exmnpfu
The assumption of an effective rooL perpenr.Iicular to LlicD
elastic axis made in ref ercmce 2 for t.ho purposes of ralculmting
the st~ucturd response is carried over in this annlysk. IL. is
modified, however, to the extmlL that the root is no lollgw
considered to be rigid as in reference 2, buL flexible, both in
torsion and bending. 11 hm lJe.cn demonstrtihxl in rcfcrwwc
8 that. the deflections of u swept hum may bc estinmt.cd” on
that assumption, provided the root-rotation pnram ptcM me
known. By assuming the effect.ivc root at. the intwscction
of the elastic axis with the side of the fuselage, the rool
bending due to bending moment and rooL LwisL duc Lo
torque are minimized. ‘1’he bending due LOtwist and twisl.
due to bending are the same regardless of the locn(iol~ .of [hr
eflective root.
The method of introducing the root rot at.ions into tIir
analysis by means of the matrix [1 1‘] assures that t.hc struc-
tural twist in planes parallel to the direction of flighl is zero
at the fuselage. In so doing the assumptiotl. is made [kfit
the part of the wing structure within the fuselagc dots noL
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deform under load. From figure 2 it is seen that the local
values of the root rotation either tend to approach zero at the
root. or tend to canceI each other. (The root rotations shown
in figure 2 do not contain the rotation due to cleformat.ion of
the carnT-through bay; for cases in which this rotation is
beheved to be sizeable it has to be taken into account in the
coefficients Q=.Wand Q=~.) If the root-rotation constants
are knovrn~ the structural deformations can therefore be
predicted quite accurately by the assumptions made.
The manner in which the equations of equilibrium me
solwd by means of the integrating matrices accounts for the
true chord and stifhess ~ariations. It. does not necessitate
replacement of the actual wing by constant-chord segments
with all the flexibility concentrated at the ends of the seg-
ments, an approach which has been used intensively in the
work on aeroeIastic problems of unswept wings.
A further refinement which obtiates the necessity for
making any structural assumptions other than that of small
deflections is the use of measured influence coefficients or
coefficients ca.lcuIated by refined structural theories in the
aeroelastic ana.l@s. Where~er such coefficients are a-rail-
able it is, of course, of advantage to use them.
No e.splicit- account has been taken in the analysis of the
effects of the inertia loadings on the structural deformations
and hence the aerod~amic loading. On swept wings, in
part icular, their effects may be considerable. For the pur-
poses of this ana.lysis, however, the structural deformations
clue to inertia loading may be considered part. of the geo-
metrical amgle of attack and the rigid--~ geometrical am.gle
of attack may be moditied accordingly. The deformations
due to the inertia loading may, incidentally, be calculated
conveniently by means of the matrices [~, [~fl, and [IJ”.
Some of the general observations made in reference 2 con-
cerning the divergence phenomenon are corroborated by the
example. As expected of a tig with a considerable amount
of sweepback~ the divergence dynamic pressure is negative;
consequently, the wing cannot di-rerge. The divergence
dynamic pressure is useful as a reference value, however;
the ndues of the load distribution and the stability param-
eters divided either by the corresponding rigid-ring wdues
or by the section M.-curve slope depend onIy on the ratio
of the actual to the divergence dynamic pressure.
The type of plot shown in figure 4 is therefore quite useful
in the analysis of aeroelastic phenomena. .4s pointed out in
reference 2, this chart may also be used to estimate the
actual divergence dynamic pressure where there is a possi-
Mit.y that the wing may diverge. It appears that. the crit-
ical values will tend to occur at, either extremity of the
transonic region.
As would be expected quaIitatively, the effect of wing
ffesibility in the case of the example -wing is to unload the
wing tips ow-ing to the fact that they bend up. The lift.
carried by the wing is therefore less than that carried by a
rigid wing, the center of pressure being farther inboard and
the aerodynamic center being farther for-ward.
The difference between the supersonic and subsonic values
of the loading, the lift and rolling-moment coefficients, and
the aerodynamic center for a given value of qfq~ is due to
the difference in the values of el.
Another item of possible interest is the fact, that the radi-
ations of the parameters (K~)~ and (K~*)D (the parameters
dDand aD of reference 2) for the example problem are approx-
imat-ely Iinear (see fig. 7), as would be expected from the
results of the analysis of reference 2. The deviations from
linearity me most pronounced near the points for (K~D=O
(that is, .i=O). They are due to the effects of the root
rotations, iu particular, the bending due to torsioni _and
torsion due to bending; these effects were neglected in the
approximate analysis of reference 2. The points of figure 7
correspond to the example wing ancl the wings that .WOUM..__
be obtained by rotating the example ting to the unswept
ancl 37.5° .wreptforward positions in such a reamer as to
keep constant the parameters
e ~c, cosz.i, ~,, as ~eU as
b’12 (GJ),
the chord, st~ness, and moment-arm’ clistributio-ns el. Points
are shown for both the subsonic and supersonic variations
as well as for the case when el = O over the entire span
((K@)D= O). The ditlerence between the subsonic and super-
sonic lines is due entirely to the difference in the distributions
of el rather than the difference in the magnitucles of e,~ or
in the character of the lift distributions.
The present analysis is concerned only with wing or tafl
Ioads; the total loads are obtained by adding the fuselage
loa.ds (which maybe assumed to be unaffected by flexibility)
to the W@ or tail loads obtained from the analysis. The
amount of load carried by a ffe.xible wing and the manner
of its distribution can consequently be estimated by the
method presented herein if the contribution of the fuselage
is known at low dynamic prees.urw; that. is, for the C%igid-
vzing” case.
The fuselage has considerab~e effect on some of the st ability
parameters, although in the case of others, such as Clr, the
effect is negligible. Other effects that may have to be
account ed for in calculating st.abiht y derivatives are the
boundary-layer behavior and tip suction. The boundary-
layer effect ma-y be accounted for by using a section lift--
curve elope corrected for boundary-layer effects to cahxdate
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the angle-of-attack distribution of the flexible wing at the
flight conditions of interest and then obtaining the lift and
drag distributions corresponding to that angle-of-attack dis-
tribution. Lateral tip suction may be important on low-
aspect-ratio and highly swept- vings. Siice this suction
does not affect the lift distribution, it may be taken into
account by calculating the angle-of-attack distribution of
the flexible wing and estimating the tip suction corresponding
to the actual angle of attack at the tip.
In calculating stability derivatives it is well to keep in
mind that the method presented in this report is based on
a modified strip theory, unless aerodynamic inff”uence-
coefficient matrices are used. The calctdated derivatives may
therefora be somewhat in error, pmticularly if in calculating
them the moment of a load distribution has to be determined.
If there is reason to suspect that the modified strip theory
is inadequate for calculating a given derivative, the deriva-
tive may be calculated for tthe rigid-wing case by .S more
refined method; the results calculated by the method of this
report may then be used to correct the a,ccurat e rigid-wing
value for the effect of structural flexibility,
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A method has been presented for crdculat ing the mrody -
namic loading, the divergence speed, and mrtnin stability
derivatives of swept and unswept wings and tail surfaces of
arbitrary stiffness. Provisions have been made for using
eitberstiffness curves and roobrot aiion const ants or structural
influence coefficients in the structural purt of t hc annlysis,
Either strip theory with over-all reduction and rounding off
at the tip or aerodynamic influence coefficients may bc used
for the aerodynamic part of t-he analysis. Complut ing forms,
tables of numerical constants required in thv timdysis, and
an illustrative example are inchied to farilit tit e calculntious
by means of the method.
LANGLEY iiERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ilEItOX.~UT~CS,
LANGLES FIELD, VA., Ilecembcr 24, 1948.
APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF MATRIX ALGEBRA PERTINENT To THE ANALYSR3
~ For the convenience of the reader unfamiliar with matrix
method, a summary of matrix definitions and operations is
presented herein. For”a more-complete discussion of matrix
methods the reader is referred to any text on matrices-for
instance, reference 13.
DEFINITIONS
A matrix is a rectangular mray of numbers, called ele-
ments, written in rows and columns. A column matrix
consists of a single column, a row matrix of a single row.
A square matrix has as many rows as it has columns.
The diagonal of a square matrix from the upper left to the
lower right is called the principal diagonal. A matrix all
the elements of which are zero except for those on the prin-
cipal diagonal is called a diagonal mat,rnx. If all of these
elements are unity, the matrix is termed the unit matrix.
The transpose- of a square matrix is the square matrix
which results from interchanging the rows. and cohnnns in
the given matrix; it may, consequently, be thought of as
having been obtained by rotating the given matrix about its
principal diagonal.
MATRIXALGEBRA
‘h.vo matrices can be .mlded or subtracted if.,both hgtv~ tle.
same number of rows and columns. The addition or. sub-..
traction is carried. out by adding to or subtracting from each
element of the first matrix the corresponding element of the
second matrix.
A matrix is rmdtiplied by a constant by multiplying each
element by that constant.
Two matrices can be multiplied by each other if lhe
second has as many rows as the first has columns. Ilach
element of the ..resulting matrix is obt.aincd by rnu[t ip]yi ng
the elements in the corresponding row of the fim.t matrix by
thoseof the corresponding column of the second matrix in
the following order: The first element ok the row is nndti-
plied by the first element of the column, the second, by LIW
second, and so forth. The sum of the products obt-aincd ill
this manner is the value of the element of the producL matrix.
Schematically this process may l.Millustrak~ as follows:
[
. .
. .
ab
. .
. .
. .
. .
where
[m]
. . . . .
. . . . .
cdejg
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . .
x
[M]
4 -. . . . . . .
B. . . . . .
c. . . . . .
D. . . . . .
E. . . . . .
. . . .F..
G. . . . . ,
-
[m][M]
.
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
Q. . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
-
Q=aA+bB+cO+cZD+ eE+fF+gG
It must be emphasized that in multiplying m~drices by
each other their order is of import tincc. As the two matrircs
under consideration are written, the matrix [m] is srtid to be
post.multiplied by the matrix [Jfl, or the matrk [Jf] may lx
said to be premultiplied by the matrk [m]. If the two
matricm were written in the reverse order and then nmlLi-
plied according to the foregoing instructions-that is, if the
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matrk [.lfl were postmultiplied by the matrix ~m]—the ele-
ment of the third row and fifth column of the product
matrix [3fJ [m] would clearly not have the value Q in general;
nor would! in general, any other element have the vidue it
would have if the two matrices were multiplied in the order
shown. C!onsequently it is important to observe the order in
which the matrices are written in the computing instructions.
MATRIX ITERATIOX
The purpose of iterating a square matrix is to determine
the column matrix or matrices vvhich, if postmuhiplied by
the gi~~en square matrix, yield the same column matr.k ex-
cept for a constant multiplier. It is the value or values of
these multipliers -which constitute the desired characteristic
values of the ma.tri...
The iteration is carried out by assuming a “ trial” cohmn
(the cohmm shown in table WI (a] is convenient for the pur-
pose of this ana~ysis} and premuhiplying it by the given
square matri~ to yield a‘ ‘result” column. The elements of
the result column including the htst are divided by the last.
element of the result column and entered as a second trial
cohrmn. The second trial column is then premultipl.ied by
the square matrix to yield a second resuh column. The pro-
cedure is repeated until the same value (within the desired
accuracy) is obtained twice in succession for the last element
of the result matrix The reciprocal of this value is the de-
sired (lowest] characteristic value of the ma.trk, that, is, the
lowest critical value of (q*)~, in the analysis of this report.
Another way of estimating a first trial column in this
amdysis is to add the elements in each row of the matrix [A],
enter the siz sums in the fist result cohunn, and treat them
as if they had been obtained by multiplying the matrix [A]
by a first trial cohunn.
DEBIVATION OF THE IXTEGBATING MATRICES
Although famihrit.y with the derivation of the integrating
matrices is not essential to the application of the method of
this report, an outline of the derivation is presented because
of its general interest.
The integrating matrices used in this report are based on
the same concept as Shnpson’s ruIe-replacement of the
actuaI function which is to be integrated by parabolic
segments. If the function y has the values Y.-I, v., ad
y+, respectively, at the equally spaced points zB_I, r., and
xm~l, the foIIowing relations are true for a seconddegree
parabola passed through the three known points:
Y=Y=+; (Y+ )–y.-j(* +
; (Y#t+l– () 22yn+yn-J * (Al)
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(A6)
The different integrations over the paraboIic segments
may thus be performed by multiplying the given values of
y by the multiplying factors indicated in equations (&)
to (A6) .
Site load d~t.ributions at subsonic speeds gO to zero with
in.fiite slope at the tip and the ordinary seconddegree
parabola furnishes a poor approximation to such a distri-
bution, V. J1. Falkner has suggested that a curve of the type ____
Y= Ao+A1(l –X)lIZ+ A2(1– x)312 (As)
be passed through the last three points of theload-distribution
curve at the tip (x=1). On the basis of this approxima-
tion, relations equivalenti to equations (Al) to (A6) may be .-
derived. The muIt,iplyiug factors for the last two segments
are then based on these equivalent expressions rather thau
those of equations (A2) ta (A6).
The integrating factora of equations (A2) to (A6) maybe
msembled directly into integrating matrices. The matrix “”
Pz
[~”, for instance, is setup to perform the integration y dz.J o
If at the upper bit z= 0.1 and if the ten-point. rnat.rk
(tabIe III (b)) is to be used, the factors 0.04167, 0.06667,
and —0.00833 may be obtained from equation (A4) since
x=_l= O, ~,=0.1, and AZ=O.1; sindarly, if for the same case
the integration is extended to ZM1=O-2 as ‘the upper tit,
the integrating factors 0.03333, 0.13333, and 0.03333 will be
obtained from equation (A2). These factors constitute the -.. —
second and third rows of the matrix [n”; since the integra-
tions are independent of the values of y other than the first
three, the other values of y are multiplied by zero in these
two rows. In order to extend the integration to z= 0.3 an
integration. is again performed up to x=0.2 and another
fitegration, using another parabolic segment, is perfow.a
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from 2=0.2 to z=O.3. For the latter integration x._l=0.2,
x.= 0.3, and Ax= 0.1, so that equation (A4) rtga.in yiekls the
factors 0.04.167, 0.06667, and –0.00g33. The ivdue of y at
x=().2 is therefore assigned a multiplying factor of 0.03333
by the first integration and a factor of 0.04167 by the second,
or a total factor of 0.07500. The resulting factors are ent ered
in the fourth row of the matrix [1]”. All other rows are
obtained in msimilar manner.
The matrices [1] and [1’] are set up to perform the .integra-
I
‘1
tion y dir. The values of the last. row of the ten-point
matr~~ [1’] (table I (b)) are..obta.ined from. the equiv&mt of
equation (A3) for the function given by equation.. (A8),
with x._I=0.8, x.=0.9, X.+l=l.O, tind Ax=O.1. Only the
multiplying factors for the values of y at $=0.8 and x=0.9
are listed, sihce the value of y at z= 1.0 (the wing tip) is
assumed to be zero in this analysis, so that its multiplying
factor is immaterial. The values of the last row but one are
obtuiued. similarIy from the equivalent of equation (A2).
The values of the row for ~=0.7 are obtained by using
equation (A3) in the interval x=0.6 to x=0.8 and the equiva-
lent of equation (A2) in the interval x=O.8 to 1.0, Similarly
—=0.6 is obtained by combining the results of
“]le ‘“~~’‘or b;2
equation (A2) for the interval x=0.6 to 0.8 With th’e equival-
ent of equation (A2) for the interval z=O.8 to 1.0. All
other rows are. obtained in a similar manner.
The matrix [3 is obtuined in the same manner as the
matrix [1’], except that equations (A2) and (A3) are used
at the tip instead of their equivalents. This procedure gives
rise to a matrix which has one more rmv and column than the
matrix [1’]. (See tables I and 11.) “-Thi matrix [~ performs
the same operation as the matrix [IJ” except for the direction
of integration, AZ a result of this dit)%rence the. m~trix [1]”
is essentially a double transpose (first about the principtd
cliagonal, then about the other diagonal) of the matris [1],
as implied by its symbol.
The matrices [11] and [11’] are set “up to perform the inte-
J
gration ~ (z–xO)y dk, where z is the variable of integration
and xO, the vaIu(? of z at the lower limit, In applying the
integrating fact~rs of equations (A2) to (A6) to this integra -
tion it must be realized thtit
J-(x-ro)y d.c=(xn– Zo)fy dx+~(r—rn)y d.r (A9)
so that the int egrat,ing factors for this inLcgration would ix
obtained by adding (z~—zo) times the factors of cclua tion
(A2) or (A3) to the factors of equation (A5) or (A6), rcsprc-
tively, the choice of equations depending on the limits of
the integration. The factors for the diflcrent scgmcm[s
(x=O.8 to 1,0,0.6 to 0.8, ancl so forth) are LINU1~o~~lbirl(ylfur
any given row (with its given value of Xo)in the mmmcr indic-
ated for the matrix [1’] to yield the nmt rix [11’].
The matrix [Cl] sums up the torques outlmtird of n givm
point, whereas the matrix [C’2]gives t-he sum of the nmmcnts
of forces applied outboard of a given point. ~ciLhcr rcq iliros
any integrat.ions in the. sense of cquat.ions (A2) LO(i~o). For
the six-point method them two mntrices arc:
[G]
b+”
i
0.2 0.4 0.6
I :, ‘
0.2 0.9 Lo
— ——
-1
.- —
0 .1 1 1 1 1 1
.—
a2 0 1 “1 1 1 1
— - — —
0.4 0 0 1 1 1 1
0.0 0 0 0 1 1 1
——
0.8 0 0 0 0 1 1
—
0.9 0 (1 o 0 0 1
[c,]
L–b+a . ‘“2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0. .— . —
0 ‘ 0.2 0.4 0.c 0.8 0.9 1.0
— —
0.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .7 .8
— —
0.4 0 o“ .2 .4 .6 .6
— —
0.6 o“ a o .2 ,a .4
— — .
0.8 0 0 0. 0 .1 .9
. —
0.9 q 0 0. 0 0 0 .Li, 1
..-
.
.-
-.
The mcment. arms which comprise the matrix [CZ]are frttr-
tions of b’/$2, so- that the matrix must bc nlultipIicd by Lilt!
lengtl~ .b’/2 in order to yield actual monwnLs, as stated in
equntion (28).
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF THE INTEGRATING MATRICES [1] .=D [1’]
{~j sk-Point Solution
[r]
4: ‘ ~ : :
~
bf/2 o .2 .4 .6 .8 .9 LO
o a 030& O.%3667 o. L3223 a26soi a 10000 a 13333 a.03333
. — ——
.2 –. 01067 . L3333 . lm .26007 . Icnoo .13233 -03323
.4 0 0 . oW7 . .2S$67 . moo .13343 -03333
. ——
.6 0 0 —.01s67 .12323 . Ilw .13333 -02233
.s o 0 0 0 .03333 .13233 .02233
.9 0 0 0 0 -. llM23 . 0%67 .0467
LO o 0 0 0 0 0 0
T
*2 o .2 ..4 .6 .8 .9
0 0.0+%67 o.ZWii 0.13333 0.-%067 a 09333 0.Ws5
— —
.2 –. 01667 .13332 . Imoo .!26c& .09323 . 13JS5
.4 0 0 . M60i . 26s67 .09233 . 150s5
.6 0 0 —.01667 . IK333 . LLoao . Imss
.8 0 I o 0 0 .02aOi . ml%
.9 0 0 0 0 –. 0LSS6 .09333
(b) Ten-Point Solution
[n
4 - : : ; i ~ . ___
JL
b’f2 o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
0 0.C3333 aw33 o.m: a 13332 acwi a B333 0.00067 0.13333 aooooo a IW5
.1 -. 00s33 .00607 .07m .13332 .0W7 .13333 .oo66i . L3333 ‘— .060w .L50Ss
.2 0 0 .02333 .13233 -OO06T .13323 .0666i .13333 .m . .ls063
.3 0 0 –. 00s33 .06Mi .oz=Ii=I .m .06607 .13333 .@3r03 ‘ . E03s
.4 0 a 0 0 . (?3333 .13333 .06E3i .L3%?.2 .Ocao . 1X%5
.5 0
— —
0. 0 a –. Ws23 . 0oE6i’ .07503 .L3323 .OooM1 .EoS
.6 0 o“ o 0 0 0 .02233 law .Oom .1?J3SS
.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 –. 0U%3 .Wiooi .06s32 .EosS
.s o 0 0 0 0 0
I
o 0 .0%6i . lYJa5
.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 –.olsao .09333
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TABLE 11.—VALUES OF THE INTEGRATING MATRICES [11] AND [11’]
[Ig
(a) six-Point solution
I .s 110 10 10 10 .io I .01333 I .00387 I
+ t+--!-+ + Y7+?-?
[m]
I % II 0 I .2 I .4 I .6 I .8 I .9
10 II o I 0.0533s I 0.05333 I o.hwn i ao73i4 I L137w
I .s 110 10 /0 ;0 I-.MU52 I .01724
I .9 Ilrwl 0 I F—=GiiGi-
.. . .
(b) Ten-Point Solution
[11’]
. .-— .-
~
b’i2 0 .1 .2 .2 .4 .6 .6 .7 .8 .9
.
0 0 g 013333 0.013323 0.040000 0.02e667 ““i00s667 o.Q40006 0.093338 0.O’owo o. 1378!40
—
.1 -. IM0417 .002500 .0os251 .0266S7 .02#oo .052323 .032333 . o&lcrlo .040476 . 122S36
.—
.2 0 0 0 .013323 .013333 . Mow . oxo67 . G6W67 . C34477 .107750 .
.3 0 0 –. 341G’417 .0025w .006251 .02s687 .02x00 .0s2323 . 02S47G . (ra!Msb
.4 0
~.
.0 0 0 .012883 .013333 .04wxl .027.476 .G775W
.5 0 11
[...
o 0 –. ooo417 .W.5w . lW3251 . 0.%537 .e1c477 .062495
.6 0 0 0 @ o .0 0 .013232.
.7 0 0 0
.010476 .047410
—o o ““ o“”” –. W0417 .W25c0 ,004060 .03232J
.8 0 0 0 o“ o 0 0 0 –. 00M28 .017240
.9 0 0 .0 0 0 .R o 0 -. 00!077 . 02ilw
J ..- >
TABLE 111.—VALUESOF THE INTEGFtATING hiATRIX IIY’
(a) Six-PointSolution
4 ~ -
- --
J?_
b’\2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.2 .0s883 . X3333 –. 01667 0 0 0
.4 .06667 .2otk37 .04067 0 0 0-.
.6 .oM87— .26667 .15000 .12w3 —.01667 0
.8 .00667 .20567 .12323 F%s07 .0M07 o
.9 .OW37 .26087 .18233 . &87 .10s32 .06507
.- —.. ..
(b) Ten-Point Solution
i . ~~ “.: :“
~.
b’iz o
k
.7. .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
. .. . .
--.*---
o 0 .:0” 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0
.1 .04167 .00667 ““–.00s23 .0 0 0 0. 0 0 0
.2 .03223 . 133K3 :. .03333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.3 .03333 .13333 .07500 .066s7 –. 0os23 o“ o 0 0 0.
.4 .02233 ‘ .13232 .06887 .13333 .03223 0 0 0 0 0
.5 .02323 :,:. itw ‘“.0S667 ,18333 .075ao .06867 .00323 0 0 0
.6 .02232 . X3.333 ./. .00667 . K4223 .06fM7 .13222 .02333 0 0 0
.7 .03333 .13332 .00607 .13323 .08867 .12233 .07500 .0066? –. 0an8 o
.3 .03333 ,;. 13323 .06007 .13383 .06667 .13333 . otw7 .13233 .02333 0
.9 .03333 .13333 .06667 .13333 .06667 . ;333 .0W37 .13333 .07500 .W3G?
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TABLE IV.—VALlJES OF THE LOAD-CONVERSION MATRIX [C3’1
(a) Six-PointSolution
, 4 f f :: :; Gi i
(b) Ten-Point Solution
i ‘1
~
b’i2 o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
0.1 0.04166 0.0&6i -o. 06w o 0 0 0 0 0 0
.2 –.oos23 .06657 .04167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.3 0 0 .041ffi .W67 -. MJK33 o 0 0 0 0
.4 0 0 -. OM83 .0666i .OWi o 0 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 0 .Omo .oo66i –.OOE33 o 0 0
.6 0 0 0 0 –.00S23 .00567 1 .04M7 o 0 0
.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 .04166 .0M67 –.00S33 o
.8 0 0 0 0 0
I
o –.00823 .06667 .64167 0
.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .04166 0
1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 –.00E32 .09232
TABLE V.—VALUES OF THE LOAD-CONVERSION MATRIX [C,’]
(8) Six-Point solution
i
.4
.6
.8
I .9
I Lo
—
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 .9
a 01667 6.16667 0.01667 0 0 a
–. w .OWM .11667 .CWo6 –. 00833 0
0 0 .01667 . Ms67 .0L6W o
0 0 –. 00822 .050#o .66946 .02035
0 0 0 0 .00631 .OWo
..-
0 0 0 0 –. 016i7 .04i90
.-
(b) Ten-Point Solution
i
. ,
....
b+~ i! L .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7
al 6.0X33 o.0S323 6.0os31 o 0 0 0 0 0 0
.2 -.00417 .0zm3 .05S24 .02wo –.OW17 o 0 0 0 0
,3 0 0 .00w3 .m?33 .0W33 o 0 0 0 o—
.4 0 0. –.60417 .02am .02S34 .02500 –.66417 0 0 0
.5 0 0 0 0 .00s33 .0S333 .00823 0 0 0
.6 0 0 0 0 -.0041i -m .W34 .O%oo –. 004ii o
.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0Ca22 .0s323 .IM835 o
—.
.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 –. 0041i .02500 .0W29 .02025
.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .IX!631 .03%o
L o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 –.Omi .64196
956646-51-60
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TABIJE vI.—F0RM FOR c05fPUTATmN O1--AEROELALSTIC MATRIX
mlWingParameters
I ~= h “-”‘{”’s= we= -–: %,=. --------:.I A= ----- ;.,,b= Is~=r= Qw.w=
r“
_%’_
bJ!2
, .#PkL I
v c .e el~ti flenr GJ m
— — ___ _
o
_ — — —
.2
—-
.4 — ,.
—.
.6
.—
——
. .-
.8
I
— .:“.
.9 ‘—
.. -
11
c
c i“” ‘1 ~% “’ ‘“” [11]
!“ ‘-”
1
-.- -------
& “’”” ~:
__JL~l!’“.:-k_...“’”%”- A ““‘.”.6 i .9:.=_ - _0 LOIN .0 01., . .--.. a “: 0 0.-.. -- —.2 a .:..:.. ”-0~ ::: 0 .- 0.. 0.-.4 0’. 0 ;,[.: m ..6” 0..——. .6 ,0”-:” o“ “.“-”..i: ,-0 .>tl.8 -0 o“ “’ o 0 0 -..9 —- - -0 0......0. .“0 .0.—
I
~
b’12 [
~ ..~””::
. - .
0 1.660 0 0 ,::.0:
.2 0.
i.4 0 0 0
.6 0
.8
I
“g 1+1
1:(9;1,,,. .— .
JJ_
b’1%
n ~~
o .2 A . ...6...
1
1
““ “Fl”-
.8 .9
— ~
0 1.000 o“”” 7 o“
.O:=
o
-
.2
—-
0 0 0 0 0. - ~
.4 0 a“ ““o o 0
.6 0 “o f- o 0 0...
.8
.9
IV .; : .“: +?L-.- ..-.
,.
-., . . . . ----- .. -—. ---- . . . --- -=——_.-.
.
11
(El),
-.,. -
EI i
-*:,:-L
V12
1 .2 .6 .8 .9
=-.i-
~
1.WO n
I 0
.,.$ i --0 0 0 0 0
.-, o“ o 1 0 0— — .
0 0 .0 D o
8 0.-:, 0 [
.il
II
o- ..
“ a“”_._Jv: : a. . 0
..- .- -.
. .. . . .. ...— . . . . .. . .
.+
-.
,..
~
.-
.....
—— . ..-
*: [1
u .2 .4 .6
I
.8
I
.E
“1
I Q“ H1.ooslo Iolofo lo!
“L ‘.=..,~ [1 o 1.0 / o I I o -1+-1
I .U. l.l. I I La
.—
. .
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TABLE W.-FORM FOR COMPUTATION OF .AEROELA.STIC M.4TRIX-Continued
(b) ComputingInstructions
I @ II I
.
....
.—.
.
.. .
,..
-..
. .
@ I L–1~n,, (EI),El @ I WI1:(37s.,
l+=&=p++==p+q
.
-..l–- .2 II-.oIm I I 1 I 1 I
[ -9 11° t~lol”o, I j
:.- ., =.-
. -.. -,..-
/ -. .. ..
.: ,“@
o I.Z L .4 .6 .s .9
- -
0 Q o 0 0
0 a o
-o 0 0
+
— —
a
— —
(1
—ii-- 1 —
%
0
.2
.4
.6
.8
.9
I ( GJ),— t~z .~=(EI),
., .
----2 i,“}1(3 % ( Q.r- Q.M ~U~)[h’]
i
g_
b’fs a .2 .4
L
.6 .$ .9
- —
o 0 0 a o a a
.2 0 0 a,
.4 01: : ao
.6 :10 a TT
.8 .—i 0
0 a o
.9 0 0 0 0 0 4 I “
@k~]*o .2 .4 .6 .s .U
. — .
0 0 0 a a a o
.2 a o 0
— — —
.4 0 a o
.6 a
.s a
.9
I~=(GJ)r vj2(EI)r ~Ir%Cd A ‘= ‘=I
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TABLE VL-FORM FOR C.OMPUTATION OF AEROELASTIC MATRIX-C!ontinucd
(b) Computing Instructions-Contiiuod
I @ II 3- - ““-“6 [631–[01,>=V-%7% o .2 .4 .6 .s .9.u o 0 0 0 0 0.3 . —o 0 0. . 4 0 0 0—.6 a.8 — — a— —:~:..
-. .—
-—....—.-— —
@ II .11[IX’] :
l— .8 110 10--i O I o l---l~
Subwnic Case
“911010” 10101 I
@ II [@l KIN
‘I% o .2 .4 .6 .8 .9
-
“:5: o 0 0 0 0 0
.2
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--6
“g 1 I
.9
I
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@ II [Al=[@)] +[@]
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f
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TABLE VI.—FORM FOR COMPUTATION OF AEROELASTIC MATRIX-ConcIuded
(b) Computing Inssuct ions-Concluded
Supersonic Case
~
b’/2
o .2 .4 .6
I
.8
F
.9
——
o 0 0 0 0 0 0
.2
.4
——
.6
.8
.9
931
..=-
@a II - [m
t -
>
b’ia o .2 .4 .6 .8 .9
— — — —
o 0 0 .0 0 0 0
— —
.1
.4
.6
.8
.9
(%),-5_
(%),,,
@ II I
4-=- ‘‘“~b’)a 0 .Z .4 .6 .8 .90 0 0 0 0 0 0.2.4 — —.6 — —.8.9
.. I
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TABLE VH.-FORM FOR SOLUTION OF AEROELASTIC EQUATION
(a) Divergence
[A]
.
-----
~
—
b’t2 -0 .2 A :.6 .8 .9.-:--
-
0 -0” a. 0 0 0 0
. .....”.
.2
. .. .. .
.4
.6
.a -
., ,.-
.9
. .
-b
_.
(a. ]
4 -“’~~
~
b’/2
(1) “@J: .@l
L
ig (5) (61
o 0 o“ o ‘ “+D- 0“ 0.
.2 .3000
.4 .5mo .-=.-:
.6 .7@Jo
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.8 .$000
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TABLE VII.—FORM FOR SC)LUTIOA’ OF AEROELASTIC EQUATIOX—Continued
~b} Aemd.marnic Lmding
I [h]-w*[A]]
q
-= q= W=’_
!?D— —
.-
‘4- ‘.,
1
I
t
+ o ,2 .4 .6
I
.s .~
o Loom!o o 0 0 0
.2 I
3
.4
.6
.s
.9
Alrxiliarymatrices
I -9 II I I I I
DfdlCICA {z]
(3
I T I1 [1” —
I lIr,J lckr]3 !1 Ii’ Ii
[
.—
Fhal matrices
-IL i
B..
..935
.,
.--i .:-:—
,-..
I CL.= I cirx”._ I c1 = 7—=.— Vfi — I
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TABLE VII.-FORM FOR SOLUTION OF AEROELASTIC E~UATION—Concluded
(c) Solution by Iteration
[A] I
- FF“FF
—
g
+EkI 1 1 IW*(w7*)i(@”)* ——
J@).
k(q/qD)
1
‘-—. . . . (W?~D=_(W”)D
CALCULATION OF TEE AERODYNAMIC LOADING OF SWEPT AND UIWSWEPT FLEXIBLE WINGS
TABLE VIH.-PARAMETERS OF EXAMPLE WING
.4=4 S=37W8 W==22.4 Qel,=o
A=3?.5a b=X.4 :=:=%58 QcM=o.#
tsn A= O.7673 u.~ aau6=0.25 QrT=L@J
cm A= 0.7934 iY=244.4 %, =0.425 Q1.M=-0.25
L—1
(CLr)r
GJ
w% o .2 .4
I -H+
.6 .8 .9
0 LOC41 o 0 0 0 0
.2 0 1.13 0 0 0 0
.4 0 0 2.10 0 0 0
.6 0 0 0 4.40 0 0
.8 0 0 0 a 9.64 0
.9 0 0 0 0 0 15.61
L:(:yls.,
v% o .2 .4
1
- -EFL
.6 .8
L
.9
0 L @Jo o 0 0 0 0
.2 0 .846 0 0 0 0
.4 0 0 .6-42 0 0 0
.6 0 0 0 .492 0 0
.8 0 0 0 0 .368 0
.9 0 0 0 0 0 .312
I [11’] I
+2 o .2 .4 .6
}1
.8 .9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.2 1 0 0 0 0 0
.4 1 0 0 0 0 0
.6 1 0 0 0
.8 1
+
o l::
.9 1 0
~ I+ 0
) r---–-
L–l
(El),
EI
>
bq2 0 .2 .4
- - =EFE L
.6 .8 .9
0 L@l 0 0 0 0 0
.2 0 L 12 0 0 0 0
.4 0 0 L92 o 0 0
.6 0 0 0 3.n o 0
.8 0 0 0 0 7.47 0
.9 0 0 0 0 0 m.36
~
Wp o .2 .4 .6 .8
, fl
.9
0 LOOO o 0 0 0 0
.2 0 .i32 o 0 0 0
.4 0 0 .530 0 0 0
.6 0 0 0 .366 0 0
.8 0 0 0 0 .242 0
.9 0 0 0 0 0 .190
—
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TABLE IX.—COMPUTATION OF AEROELASTIC MATRIX OF EXAMPLE R’lNG (SUBSONIC CASE)
I @ II . L–1
~rl,, (Enr
EI I
I
~
b$12 II
o
I
.2 I .4 I .6 I .8 I .9 I
~=/.CI0667==lO 10 “tO I
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.—
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@ 11”-
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.4 II .03fms I .10433 I .07043 I o I o j o
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.4 -. f15955 .46567 ...?s@4. 0 ..:. . 0. 0
.0 –. 05955 .46507 .47346 .8i8tj –.2X21 o-
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.9 -.05955 .46567 ; @a4’ 1.7f7# 1.48Q54 [ 1.44275
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~:
[a [01
JL”
b’13 o .2 .4 .6 .8 .0
1
.2 —.mo13 .01777-. .01728
f
1
~ EW
.01922 .02503 .WK3U
.4 “: -.01172 .W724 .04875 .Cm13$ .021ml .m—.
.6 ““ –. 01172 .03724 .05W .17174 .O&U .07101
.8 –.01173 .02724._ .63938 .22118 .10293 . IIWS3
.9 .03724 .03938 .22118 .10234 .23100
N
[II’] .C:
%
I
.%
~ :.
~D. . o .2 .4 .6 .8 .!a
,- —< — --
0. ..;; o 0.&4s241 O.0#25
~ “1 E&.
0.11460 0.045iQ 0.07217
..2 .. .
-.00167 .OOW5 .OX128 .0703s .023s9 .061s3
.4
.—
0 0 0 .0381$ .02227 .044.s2
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.s o 0 0 0 -.00005 .Go620
.9
II
o 0 0 0 -.0C4X7 .W241
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@:“ [@l [691
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b’/Z o .2 .4 .6 I
.8 .9
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TA131JE X,-SOT.UTION 01~AERO13LASTIC lZQUA’1’ION FOR EXAMPLE WING (SUBSONIC! CASE)
(a) l)ivmgonm
—.-
[A]
(b) Aerodynamic Loading
:.-0.26 q.— fiq*=o,%i2
—. —-—.
[111-w*[A]]
h II o I .2 I ,4 I ,6 I .8 I .9
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